This is all over the news now.

Regarding the raping and abusing of children, ruining countless lives:
"Cardinal Cupich on scandal: ‘We have a bigger agenda than to be distracted by all of this.’"

"In an NBC News interview yesterday, Cardinal Blase Cupich of Chicago insisted that it was more than acceptable for Pope Francis to refuse to discuss Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò’s shocking testimony, which implicates a host of Catholic Church leaders — including the pope — in covering up sexual abuse and immorality.

“The pope has a bigger agenda,” Cupich told interviewer Mary Anne Ahern when asked about the pope’s refusal to discuss Viganò’s claims. “He’s got to get on with other things, of talking about the environment and protecting migrants and carrying on the work of the Church.”

The comment about “protecting migrants” which is the masses of Africa Blacks and African Arabs who are being brought over by Globalist Jew run NGO’s to destroy the European People as part of the Jewish Kalergi plan ......What more does a person need to know other then the Catholic Church is run by Jews and pushing the end of Europe..... The Pope is the Rabbi of Rome...
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I think as the Church empties out more and more they just will not have the money and social influence to buy and hold power and that's it. What will probably finish them off faster is many nations just deciding to tax the Church like in Italy where its costing the church almost a billion dollars a year on property tax.
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Egon wrote: “LoL isn't that obvious protection of those poor migrants is a more of a issue than some unimportant detail like child rape”
That's because the Jews make an enormous profit off of the migrants.

Migrants are essentially slave labor. Nearly all will work for next to nothing. They don’t know local labor laws so they can be worked without breaks, in hazardous conditions, anything the Jew wants, and disposed of and replaced by more migrants when they are no longer of use.

Third world populations are also abused by the Jew. I recently read where health insurance companies send all their work to Ghana and other third world countries, where the workers speak a bit of English. Why? Because the workers there will work for 10 percent or even less than what the Jew would have to pay in the USA.

Many live in dorms and after a short time, end up owing the Jewish company for food and shelter to where they are so in debt, they no longer even have a paycheck.

Then, as I've written before, migrants supply the "Red Market" with plenty of body parts and organs of which the Jew makes a tremendous profit.

Then, the human trafficking also provides endless disposable people for use as sex slaves (women and even children raped over 20 times a day). This is very prevalent in Israel where foreign workers are brought in.

Migrants also drive the crime to levels where civilized societies can no longer exist, opening the door for Jewish communism where everyone will become a slave. What's happening in Europe is a blatant example.

This is why the Jewish media and its Catholic/Christian programs incessantly promote and push for migrant integration. Here in the US, it's the same. The Jew keeps touting the slogan "A better life..." I don't think so. Just a better life for the already extremely wealthy Jews.

As with all of these death dealing programs, we Gentiles pay for it in more ways than one.

As for the migrants, they can't produce or even maintain what they invade the host countries for in their own countries. So... What's going to happen when the people (like the Europeans) in these host nations are gone?
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